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On May 11, 2015, as I  completed the manuscript for this 
book, the Indian Parliament ratified the 119th Amendment to the Constitu-
tion, paving the way to resolving a long-standing challenge on the India-
Bangladesh border. Namely, the amendment allowed for the exchange of 
111 Indian enclaves and 51 Bangladeshi enclaves scattered along the border 
between the two states. Per the agreement, these enclaves— pieces of each 
country territorially bounded by the other— would be incorporated into 
their surrounding countries, thus bringing a measure of territorial contigu-
ity to the fragmented borderland. The exchange marks the ostensible end of 
a long and often-contentious political struggle over these spaces, from Parti-
tion in 1947 to the present. The enclaves are little known outside South Asia, 
yet they have long proved vexing issues for politicians seeking to solidify and 
materialize national territory, border security officials charged with regulat-
ing this fraught boundary, and enclave residents who navigate their territo-
rial complexity on a daily basis.

The amendment fulfills the 1974 Land Boundary Agreement (LBA), by 
which the two states committed to swapping these lands and several other 
spaces held in adverse possession.1 This agreement, made following the 1971 
Liberation War, when Bangladesh gained independence from Pakistan, 
sought a technical, policy-based remedy to a series of seemingly straightfor-
ward problems with the border. The enclaves were anomalies— pieces of one 
state improbably lodged in another. Indian officials could not legally access 
enclaves in Bangladesh, as they would have to cross an international bound-
ary to do so. Bangladeshi enclaves in India were similarly isolated from their 
territorial mainland. As the officials and state leaders who drafted the LBA 
assumed, the enclaves should, and indeed could, be addressed through a 
straightforward policy solution whereby they would simply be absorbed into 
their bounding states.

Yet the process of implementing the exchange proved challenging, and 

PrefaCe

Transformations, Exchanges, and sensitive space
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the enclaves emerged as nationally charged— sensitive— spaces. Once intro-
duced, the LBA provoked contentious, often-bitter, and occasionally violent 
struggle over the ensuing four decades. Indeed, the passage of the amend-
ment in 2015— forty-one years after the initial agreement was made— was 
the outcome of a long, fraught set of negotiations at transnational, national, 
and local scales.2 As Indian prime minister Narendra Modi observed, “Had 
this been elsewhere in the world, this would have been cited as an example 
as big as the fall of the Berlin Wall.”3

On the one hand, Modi’s observation is somewhat hyperbolic. The 
enclaves are small, out-of-the-way places. They have never been as strategi-
cally, economically, or politically important in South Asian geopolitics as 
East and West Berlin were in the Cold War. On the other hand, Modi’s com-
ment offers an incisive and revealing take on the dynamics of these spaces. 
Like the Berlin Wall, they have become territorial symbols. They are markers 
of the unfinished business of the partition of the subcontinent at the end of 
British colonial rule and of the intractable, violent, and communal political 
relations between the two states. The politics surrounding the enclaves have 
thus long grafted broad, affective, and urgent meanings and concepts onto 
these small and anomalous spaces along the border. In national imaginations 
about territory, they have come to represent and embody far more than their 
material space, size, and strategic import would suggest.

In exploring these spaces and the processes through which they have 
become so sensitive in the territorial imaginations of South Asia, my analysis 
focuses on Angarpota-Dahagram, more commonly known as Dahagram,4 
the largest Bangladeshi enclave situated in India. This enclave, for reasons I 
will make clear, will not be exchanged; however, it has been central to discus-
sions of the enclaves and of the border since Partition in 1947. Through a 
historical and ethnographic exploration of Dahagram, Sensitive Space exam-
ines the ways that the enclaves have become bound up in broader debates 
over the meanings and materialities of national territory. As importantly, it 
studies the way that their residents have shaped and been shaped by these 
processes. With the passage of the LBA and recent transformations in Daha-
gram, this book also provisionally offers a rarity in social science research— a 
story with a happy ending. Yet it also raises questions about the durability of 
these transformations and about the lingering effects of the long histories of 
sensitivity that have marked these spaces.

I first came to know of the enclaves in 2002 through Willem van Schendel’s 
landmark study “Stateless in South Asia.”5 At the time, what struck me about 
these spaces was their seeming geographic absurdity. I wondered about their 
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improbable configuration, their persistence despite numerous agreements to 
exchange them, and the byzantine politics of movement and regulation that 
seemed to constitute life within and around them. I was fascinated by their 
oddity, by their persistence, by their strangeness. As I began to inquire into 
their history, I discovered that I was far from the first critic fascinated by 
their peculiar spatial configuration. Indeed, the enclaves have made regular 
appearances as territorial ephemera in publications in and beyond South 
Asia. They seem to be objects of curiosity: fascinatingly unique spaces, with 
unique problems, along a unique border.

Visiting the enclaves four years later, I began to appreciate that focusing 
on their strange locations on the map gets the puzzle of their persistence 
backward. It assumes that the primary issue is their logically problematic 
relationship to the border (i.e., they are on the wrong side of it). Such a view 
naturalizes and legitimates a political boundary that is both a recent and a 
violently contingent affair. Through extended discussions about the enclave’s 
history and present with the residents of Dahagram, by puzzling at length 
over the multiple diplomatic arrangements for exchanging the enclaves, and 
through occasionally alarming encounters with state officials in charge of 
regulating these spaces, I came to understand the enclaves differently.

The complexity of these spaces does not flow exclusively from their 
strange geographic configuration. Rather, it is the result of a politics that 
has maintained them on the ground, that has reified their borders in national 
imaginations, and that has transformed them from a set of material lands 
into intractable and sensitive spaces. I explore the histories of the enclaves 
from this vantage point, understanding them as their residents have long 
understood them: not as accidents of geography but as central spaces in the 
ongoing making of national territory.

Sensitive Space, then, addresses an empirical issue that, on the one hand, 
is drawing to a close and, on the other, will continue to persist. Yet the 
challenges of the enclaves’ histories and present realities also resonate well 
beyond the India-Bangladesh border. Thus I also engage the enclaves as a 
window onto the challenges of territory and territorial management in the 
contemporary moment. I offer the analytic of sensitive space as a means of 
thinking about spaces like Dahagram as vantage points from which to recon-
sider the broader political geographies of borders and of the nation.
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Like all authors, academic and otherwise, I have accrued 
countless debts in the writing of this book. Acknowledging them is both a 
pleasure and a daunting task. It is a pleasure to acknowledge all the gener-
ous contributions of time, attention, good humor, and critical thought. It 
is daunting because simply writing these names on the page feels woefully 
inadequate. It cannot capture the difference that each of these contributions 
meant for this book and also to me.

My first debt is to the residents of Dahagram. Since my initial visit to 
this enclave in 2006, they have never failed to be welcoming. They have 
given freely of their time and hospitality. I have struggled to do justice to 
their stories and histories in these pages and hope that they will feel I have 
achieved a measure of success.

A number of institutions provided generous support for this project. A 
fellowship from the Social Science Research Council provided funding for 
fieldwork in 2006 and 2007. Support for writing and/or additional travel 
came from the Judith Reppy Institute for Peace and Conflict Studies at Cor-
nell University, the Cornell University South Asia Program, the American 
Institute of Bangladesh Studies, Bucknell University, and the University of 
Texas at Austin.

Amanda Clarke Henley produced the maps for the introduction, based on 
data from GADM database of Global Administrative Areas, version 2, 2012, 
http://www.gadm.org (May 20, 2015); OpenStreetMap contributors, Open-
StreetMap, http://openstreetmap.org (May 20, 2015); National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency, Vector Map Level 0, Bethesda, MD, 2000; and Whyte 
2002. My deep thanks to her for her outstanding work making these places 
cartographically legible. My thanks also go to Lorri Hagman at the University 
of Washington Press for her support of this project and her editorial guid-
ance. Earlier versions of chapters 3 and 4 appeared in Modern Asian Studies 
and Political Geography respectively. Parts of chapters 2 and 6 were published 
in SAMAJ. I thank these journals for permission to republish this material.

aCk now le dg ments
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Sensitive Space was written in a number of different places. In each, I have 
been lucky enough to share bread and rice with coconspirators too numerous 
to mention. Colleagues at Cornell University, Bucknell University, and the 
University of Texas at Austin have indulged me in discussing this project 
in various states of completion and coherence. Students in my courses at 
Cornell and Bucknell provided space to try out some of these ideas and were 
more enthusiastic than I could have hoped (or at least they managed to look 
that way while I was talking). Of my students, I would like to particularly 
thank James Hallam. His regular queries about when this book would be out 
often reminded me that it was time to get back to work.

In Bangladesh, I’ve had the pleasure of working with a number of people 
on this project, including Faridul Ahmed, Anders Bjornberg, Xulhaz Man-
nan, Rupa Mitra, Kasia Paprocki, and Amir Tuhin. I also owe a huge debt 
to Khushi Kabir, Rose Rahman, and comrades at Nijera Kori for keeping 
me inspired through the years. My first research assistant, whom I here call 
Saiful, shared in much of this fieldwork. I sincerely thank him and hope that 
he finds a measure of peace.

The following people have provided crucial feedback on portions of the 
manuscript: Kamran Ali, Nosheen Ali, Zach Anderson, Anders Bjornberg, 
Joe Bryan, Jaideep Chatterjee, Nusrat Chowdhury, Julie Chu, Erin Collins, 
Dia Da Costa, Elizabeth Dunn, Mike Dwyer, Michael Eilenberg, Shelley Feld-
man, MD Azmeary Ferdoush, Amanda Flaim, Chuck Geisler, David Gellner, 
Heather Hindman, Reece Jones, Christian Lentz, Erin Lentz, Adriane Lentz-
Smith, Christian Lund, Nayanika Mathur, Karuna Morarji, Duncan McDuie-
Ra, Phil McMichael, Townsend Middleton, Laura Ogden, Jonathan Padwe, 
Kasia Paprocki, Raj Patel, Nancy Peluso, Mahesh Rangarajan, David Rojas, 
Yasmin Saikia, Romola Sanyal, Phil Stern, Malini Sur, Eric Tagliacozzo, 
Willem van Schendel, Saiba Varma, Brendan Whyte, and Wendy Wolford. 
Sensitive Space is immeasurably better for their input. The book was also 
strengthened by two anonymous reviewers and by the editorial guidance of 
K. Sivaramakrishnan. The remaining mistakes, of course, are mine.

My scholarship has been indelibly shaped by Eric Tagliacozzo, Phil McMi-
chael, and especially Shelley Feldman. Shelley’s guidance, engagement, and 
rigor have constantly challenged me to unsettle assumptions about the social 
world and serve as a model of critical inquiry. Willem van Schendel not only 
wrote the article that inspired this book but has offered support, encour-
agement, and feedback through its every stage. Brendan Whyte and Reece 
Jones, fellow enclave scholars both, have been generous with their time and 
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material. Brendan’s monograph and collection of documents have improved 
my own and all future scholarship on the enclaves.

An ongoing engagement with comrades in the Skagen School has shaped 
my thinking on territory. A writing retreat organized by Michael Eilenberg in 
the summer of 2014 provided crucial space for thinking through the book’s 
structure. Duncan McDuie-Ra provided crisis management, not to mention 
support and encouragement in dark moments. Elizabeth Dunn has been a 
brilliant font of advice, critique, and enthusiasm. Kasia Paprocki and Anders 
Bjornberg have been companions, collaborators, friends, and family since I 
met them at the outset of this project almost a decade ago. Their generosity 
and support is boundless. Townsend Middleton read and reread every page 
of the manuscript. My debts to him and his insight are immeasurable, though 
they are written on every page.

My family has supported me throughout this process. My parents, Jon and 
Judy Cons, have always believed in and encouraged me in all of my endeav-
ors, even when I was not able to adequately explain why I was pursuing 
them. My mother-in-law, Patty McLaughlin, encouraged me to work hard 
and not take things too seriously. Jon Lentz, Christian Lentz, and Adriane 
Lentz-Smith welcomed me into a vibrant, intellectually lively, fierce (at least 
in the matter of cards), and loving family. My daughter, Mira, arrived in the 
midst of this project and helped (compelled) me to reimagine every aspect 
of my life. She is a small revelation. Erin Lentz has not only shared but also 
participated in every aspect of this project, from beginning to end. I cannot, 
nor would I wish to, imagine it without her. This book is dedicated to her.
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Asom Gana Parishad Assam People’s Party, Indian regional political party based in 
Assam.

Awami League Bangladeshi national political party.

Bangal Group claiming to be the original inhabitants of Dahagram.

Bhatiya Supposed “outsiders,” or more recent migrants to Dahagram.

BDR Bangladesh Rifles, Bangladesh’s border security force (name changed in 2010 to 
Border Guards Bangladesh [BGB]).

BJP Bharatiya Janata Party (Indian People’s Party), Indian national political party.

BNP Bangladesh National Party, Bangladeshi national political party.

BSF Border Security Force, India’s border security force.

chhitmahal Bengali term, loosely translated as “enclave.”

Congress Party Indian national political party.

DSS Dahagram Shongram Shomiti (Dahagram Movement Committee), Bangladeshi 
movement to open the Tin Bigha Corridor, based in Dahagram.

East Pakistan Eastern Bengal after Partition in 1947. In 1971, following the Liberation 
War, East Pakistan split from West Pakistan and became Bangladesh.

kachcha porcha Government-issued but informal land title in Bangladesh.

khas land Government-owned land available for common use by landless populations.

KSS Kuchlibari Shongram Shomiti (Kuchlibari Movement Committee), Indian move-
ment to prevent the opening of the Tin Bigha Corridor, based in Kuchlibari.

LBA Land Boundary Agreement, 1974 agreement between India and Bangladesh to 
open the Tin Bigha Corridor and exchange other enclaves and areas held in adverse 
possession. Also known as the Indira-Mujib Pact.

TBSS Tin Bigha Shongram Shomiti (Tin Bigha Movement Committee), Indian move-
ment to prevent the opening of the Tin Bigha Corridor, based in Mekhliganj.

thana Administrative unit designating the area under the jurisdiction of a single police 
station.

Trinamool Congress Indian regional political party based in West Bengal.

Union Parishad Governing body of a union, the smallest rural administrative unit in 
Bangladesh.

upazila Administrative unit in Bangladesh synonymous with a thana.

a b b re v i ations a n d k e y terms
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Map I.1.  Enclaves along the India-Bangladesh border. Map by Amanda Clarke Henley
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5

Let me take you on a journey into “sensitive”  space. 
 Dahagram is a piece of Bangladesh situated in and completely surrounded 
by India. It lies, precariously perched, on the Indian side of the border, a 
mere 178 meters from the Bangladeshi mainland. Until recently, it was one of 
many such spaces scattered along the northern part of the India-Bangladesh 
border. Its boundaries are understood and agreed upon by both states. It 
even, occasionally, appears on maps. Yet such concrete cartographic rep-
resentation belies the confusion and ambiguity of official attitudes toward 
and life within Dahagram. It is an “enclave”: a sovereign piece of one nation-
state completely territorially bounded by another.1 The Bengali word for this 
phenomenon is chhitmahal. This word is often translated as “enclave,” but an 
equally suggestive translation is “fragment,” from chita, meaning detached or 
separate, and mahal, meaning self-contained building, portion of a building, 
or estate. Figured accordingly, the word “fragment” aptly describes Daha-
gram and its often-fraught relationships with its “home” and bounding state.

On May 11, 2015, the Indian Parliament ratified the 119th Amendment 
to the Constitution of India, passing the 1974 Land Boundary Agreement 
(LBA) between the two states. This amendment cleared the way for 111 simi-
lar Indian enclaves surrounded by Bangladesh and 51 Bangladeshi enclaves 
in India to be absorbed into their bounding states.2 On July 31, 2015, this 
exchange was implemented, and these enclaves, with the exception of Daha-
gram, ceased to exist in a formal cartographic sense. The implementation 
of the LBA ends, more or less, a long and fraught chapter in the political 
history of the border. The exchange cleared the way for enclave residents to 
freely and legally access services in their bounding states. At the same time, 
however, this political solution to a fraught territorial problem is not an 
end to enclave history. The ghosts and political imaginations that have long 
haunted these areas are unlikely to be so easily swept away, and the long and 
contentious histories that shaped these spaces will likely continue to influ-
ence life in and around them for some time to come.

introduC tion

The Fragments and Their nation(s)
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The peculiarities of the enclaves date to the precolonial period. These 
spaces caused a range of administrative headaches during British colonial 
rule of the Indian subcontinent when they fell on either side of an adminis-
trative boundary— a jurisdictional division between a directly administered 
and a princely state. But it is primarily since the end of British rule and the 
Partition of India in 1947 that Dahagram and the other enclaves became 
problematic and anxious territories. At that moment, the new and hastily 
conceived Partition border was drawn among them— dividing greater Ben-
gal into West Bengal in India and East Pakistan (later Bangladesh). This 
new boundary separated the enclaves from their home states. From that 
moment, the enclaves were formally “unadministered” because, though they 
were nominally sovereign pieces of their home state, the representatives of 
that state— such as police, military, and bureaucrats— could not legally cross 
the international border for the purpose of administering them.

Their ambiguous status as stranded pieces of territory— holes in the net of 
sovereign territorial rule— made these fragments the subject of acrimonious 
political and legal struggles in both states. They have been both persistent 
points of contention at this intermittently violent border and flashpoints 
for local and broader conflict over land, identity, and belonging. There 
have been repeated diplomatic agreements to resolve the enclave issue by 
simply absorbing them into their bounding states— until recently, to little 
avail. Indeed, the enduring existence of the enclaves despite such agreements 
has marked the challenging nature of postcolonial borders in South Asia.3 
This book explores the enclaves, and Dahagram in particular, as a window 
into unsettled border politics. The challenges they pose cannot be reduced 
to questions of bureaucratic complexity or administrative failure alone. 
Throughout their history, Dahagram and the other enclaves have also been 
zones where postcolonial fears about national survival have been mapped 
onto territory, with profoundly human consequences.4

the argument

This book is an exploration of Dahagram. Throughout the chapters that fol-
low, I engage Dahagram as a sensitive space. My use of the term “sensitive” 
to describe this space is not arbitrary. The term arose regularly during the 
course of my research. It was employed by state officials— always in English— 
as a means of explaining why information was unavailable, why particular 
things were or were not possible, and why these areas were markedly differ-
ent or beyond the norm. “Sensitive” is a suggestive word. It means, variously, 
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I n t r o d u c t I o n 7

having perception or being perceivable; causing irritation, arousal, or intense 
emotion or feeling; being receptive to external influences; being involved 
with national security; and something likely to give offense if mishandled. 
It conjures feelings of urgency, pain, and danger without defining them. 
Evoked in political contexts, it summons concerns over security without 
specifying the nature of the threats. All of these meanings seemed variously 
at play when government officials used the word to describe the enclaves in 
offices in Dhaka, in the archives, in regional and local government offices, 
and at the border itself. Understanding these meanings is crucial. But in my 
own reappropriation of the term, I also have a larger project.

What does the term “sensitive” mean when applied to land or territory and 
to people living on or in it? In answering this question, I suggest that sensitive 
space can be an analytic for understanding the production of national territory 
in South Asia and beyond. In other words, sensitive space is a lens through 
which to examine the anxieties, uncertainties, and ambiguities that undergird 
territorial rule. Thinking with and through sensitive space, crucially, helps to 
link border management, projects of asserting jurisdiction over and control of 
space, and nationalist imaginations of territory as “blood and soil.” Moreover, 
it shows the fragility and instability at the heart of national territory.

The argument, in brief, is that the enclaves, and Dahagram in particular, 
trouble Indian and Bangladeshi nationalist imaginations of contiguous terri-
tory, of the border as neatly dividing inside from outside, and of identity and 
belonging. They unsettle the notion, particularly prevalent in postcolonial 
state formation in South Asia, that nationality and territory must align. At 
the same time, these spaces have repeatedly been appropriated as symbols 
of territory and belonging in broad debates over the survival of nation and 
state. The enclaves have, thus, been amplified in ways that have transformed 
them from administrative puzzles into challenging issues and into markers of 
postcolonial territorial anxieties— in other words, into sensitive spaces. The 
anxieties and uncertainties that condition nationalist responses to Dahagram 
are sedimented in its very landscape— through monuments, development 
initiatives, security measures, and more. Yet Dahagram is more than just a 
reflection of nationalist imaginations of space or the communal politics of 
territory. These imaginations— and the projects they portend— are reworked 
by its residents, who shape their own visions of belonging to community, 
nation, and state and who navigate projects of territorial rule for their own 
ends, but not under conditions of their own choosing.5

Understanding the production of territory is an urgent and critical project 
in South Asia and beyond. Such productions— especially at South Asian bor-
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I n t r o d u c t I o n8

ders— remain fundamentally violent affairs. The India-Bangladesh border is 
a space in which the unfinished business of the Partition of India continues 
to be worked out. Partition, as countless studies have argued, imperfectly 
mapped communal identity onto territory, purveying a violent fiction that 
space could be administratively and nationally designated as “Hindu” or 
“Muslim.” Ongoing attempts to make this fiction a reality continue to yield 
disturbingly high body counts. The enclaves, and Dahagram in particular, 
are crucial to understanding the projects and puzzles of national territory, 
precisely because they are sites where the contradictions of such projects 
accumulate and are rendered visible.

enter the fragments

The enclaves’ fates have been regularly debated by people who have never 
visited them: politicians and bureaucrats who apprehend them primarily 
through cartographic representations and vivid territorial imaginations. 
These discussions have framed much of the enclaves’ history and certainly 
shape realities within them. Yet, to understand life in these sensitive spaces, 
it is necessary to view them from the ground.

To that end, let us travel to the Bangladeshi enclave of Dahagram. At 
18.6 square kilometers in size, it is the largest and, historically, most fraught 
of these enclaves. Dahagram is located at the remote northern tip of Lal-
monirhat District in Bangladesh and is situated just across the border in 
Cooch Behar District in the Indian state of West Bengal. You cannot legally 
get to Dahagram from India. Instead, you take a long and winding bicycle-
rickshaw journey from Patgram— the closest market town in mainland Ban-
gladesh, roughly eleven kilometers away. The journey from Patgram to the 
border takes roughly ninety minutes, depending on the driver, his vehicle’s 
state of repair, and the weight of the load. Leaving Patgram’s bustle, you travel 
through a patchwork landscape of rice, maize, tobacco, and vegetables, pass-
ing only an occasional hamlet or tea stall. From the elevated roadway— built 
on a dike running above the fields— you can see for miles across a flat and 
strikingly beautiful landscape.

As you ride, your driver might point out border markers, seemingly 
placed at random, rising incongruously out of fields. These mark the borders 
of Indian enclaves— some the size of small villages, many little more than 
fields. Other than the oddities of border pillars, there is little else to show 
that you are traveling along an archipelago of enclaves. Even before their 
exchange, there were no fences, border guards, or gates to mark these spaces 
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I n t r o d u c t I o n 9

as distinct and sovereign parts of India. The barbed-wire border fence, which 
looms in the hazy distance, is the only reminder that you are traveling in a 
contentious, and intermittently violent, border region.

Coming into Panbari, the last small village before the border, you encoun-
ter a Bangladesh Rifles (BDR) camp and troop post.6 Even here, the setting 
remains fairly peaceful, as off-duty soldiers lounge together in lungis, the cloth 
skirts worn by many when out of uniform, doing laundry, playing games of 
karom. But as you round the last bend leading to the Tin Bigha Corridor, a 
tensely regulated landscape emerges. On the left is a BDR checkpoint, always 
occupied by two or three armed soldiers. Immediately following this, you pass 
through the gates of the Tin Bigha Corridor, a 170-meter-long land bridge to 
Dahagram running through Indian territory and maintained by India’s Border 
Security Forces (BSF). This Corridor was initially proposed in the now infa-
mous 1974 LBA between India and newly independent Bangladesh, which 
also made provision for exchanging the remaining enclaves. The proposal to 
open the Corridor became the focus of a fraught and occasionally violent 

Figure I.1.  Border post demarcating an Indian enclave along Dahagram Road, Patgram, 
Upazilla, Bangladesh, 2007. Photo: Jason Cons
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struggle in both India and Bangladesh. It did not open for another seventeen 
years, and then only partially. This Corridor, the only one of its kind among the 
enclaves, connects Dahagram to “mainland” Bangladesh, albeit precariously.

As you enter the Corridor, on the immediate right is the first BSF post, 
where a senior officer and armed troops take scrupulous note of all who pass. 
You are now in Indian territory and under the BSF’s jurisdiction. Moving 
through the Corridor, whether you are a foreign researcher or a resident 
of the enclave, you feel the suspicious scrutiny: Who are you? What are you 
doing here? Where do you belong? Midway between the Corridor’s gates is a 
crossroads. Go left or right and you enter India. Go straight and you enter 
Dahagram (and in doing so, reenter Bangladesh). In the middle of the Cor-
ridor, a uniformed member of the West Bengal Traffic Police stands not far 
from a monument to two Indian activists, killed when the BSF fired into a 
crowd protesting plans to open the Corridor in 1988. He guards the intersec-
tion, club (lathi) in hand, ensuring that no passersby veer from one country 
into the other. Beyond the intersection, you pass yet another BSF station on 

Map I.2. Dahagram. Map by Amanda Clarke Henley
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the left, also staffed with armed troops and note-taking officers. This station 
has a counterpoint BDR post on the right as soon as you pass over the border 
into Dahagram and back into Bangladesh. It is also staffed with armed guards, 
also taking scrupulous note of who and what enter and leave the enclave.

✳ ✳ ✳

Surveillance, regulation, and instability are part of the fabric of daily life for 
Dahagram’s approximately twenty thousand residents.7 So too is ambiguity, 
confusion, and uncertainty. Information about the enclave is difficult— occa-
sionally impossible— to access. Dahagram, as a space, is characterized by con-
fused forms of power, exploitation, and oppression. The Tin Bigha Corridor 
that connects Dahagram to Bangladesh is not an “official” border crossing. 
Though all traffic going into and out of the enclave passes through sovereign 
Indian territory, passports are not necessary for this movement. Unlike the 
other enclaves scattered along the border, Dahagram is administratively, as 
well as territorially, part of Bangladesh. It has a formally elected government, 
or Union Parishad. It has a family planning unit. Microcredit organizations 
and other small-scale nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) offer services 
there. Theoretically, the national government imposes taxes, registers land, and 
distributes aid. In short, it possesses many features common to other villages 
and towns in Bangladesh. Yet it is unmistakably a zone apart. Inside the Cor-
ridor, the BSF has authority to implement random inspections, to create seem-
ingly arbitrary conditions for passage, and to scrutinize and, as many enclave 
residents have it, intimidate those passing through. The Tin Bigha Corridor 
is a militarized space, held and protected by an armed paramilitary force that 
only grudgingly allows enclave residents to pass. The Corridor clearly belongs 
to India. And Dahagram is unquestionably not a “normal” part of Bangladesh.

Dahagram, in part because of the long history of struggle over the Tin 
Bigha Corridor, also differs from other enclaves, where borders are perme-
able, marked only by concrete pillars that are often hidden in fields. In con-
trast, the borders of Dahagram are regularly patrolled by both the BSF and 
the BDR.8 Panoptic Indian watchtowers surround the enclave. Ingress and 
egress for residents of Dahagram are difficult, dangerous, and clearly illegal 
except through the gates of the Tin Bigha Corridor. Before 2011, the Cor-
ridor’s gates were shut daily from 6 pm to 6 am, effectively locking residents 
into the enclave. Enclave residents described themselves as “like chickens. 
They let us roam about during the day before locking us into the coop at 
night.” The Corridor dramatically structures the movement of enclave resi-
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dents. Departure from the enclave for reasons as simple as taking livestock 
to market entails passage through a hostile space. Moreover, it is an enact-
ment of the often-tense national and communal politics of the border, the 
movement of Bangladeshi Muslims under the scrupulously watchful gaze of 
a largely Hindu security force.

This picture has changed somewhat since I first began work on this project 
in 2006. In 2011, the Tin Bigha Corridor opened for twenty-four hours a day, 

Figure I.2. Border Security Force (BSF) observation tower on Dahagram’s northern 
border, 2007. Photo: Jason Cons
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radically transforming the political economy of the enclave. Nevertheless, 
the space remains sensitive. Dahagram is intertwined with debates over the 
meanings of national territory and arguments about security and sovereignty 
at the border. This odd space has thus loomed disproportionately large rela-
tive to its size, population, and strategic or political-economic import.

sensitive sPaCe at the india-bangladesh border

To understand Dahagram and the enclaves, it is crucial to situate them 
against the backdrop of the India-Bangladesh border. The enclaves are only 
one of a number of issues that have complicated and continue to complicate 
both the materialization and the imagination of this border. Since its hasty 
drawing in 1947, the border has been a key and often-problematic site in 
the shaping of India-Bangladesh relations. Its porosity, definition, and loca-
tion remain central to ongoing questions of migration, terrorism, trade, and 
security in both states. Its winding and jagged expanse (4,096 kilometers, 
the fifth-longest land border in the world) is a bellwether for the mercurial, 
often-strained, relationship between Bangladesh and India.9

A range of issues shapes politics along the India-Bangladesh border. One 
is the steady flow of bodies across it.10 The rhetorical framings of migration, 
particularly in India, draw on tropes not just of inundation by unskilled 
labor and surplus bodies seeking to usurp opportunities and jobs that should 
benefit citizens, but also of threats to civilization and modernity, of forces 
that undermine the very foundations and advancement of the nation.11 These 
are familiar elements in debates over migration from comparatively impov-
erished countries to comparatively wealthy ones.12 Yet at this border, these 
discussions are further painted with a communal brush. The reality and 
imagination of (Muslim) Bangladeshis entering India on a permanent or 
temporary basis have long been political levers for the Hindu right in India.13 
The communal mobilization of border migration has led to periodic projects, 
such as Operation Push Back in the mid-1990s, which sought to round up 
Bangladeshi migrants and send them back to Bangladesh.14 These deporta-
tion projects have not infrequently also led to the stranding of Muslims— 
presumed to be Bangladeshis— at the border in informal camps guarded by 
the BSF while authorities in Bangladesh and India dispute the deportees’ 
“true” national identity.15 While the rhetoric of migration from Bangladesh 
is increasingly central to national politics, it also drives much regional debate 
and is a platform for parties such as the Asom Gana Parishad (Assam People’s 
Party) in Assam, which frames migration from Bangladesh as a problem of 
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Muslim Bengalis seizing land and displacing indigenous populations. Migra-
tion has been a persistent question in debates over enclave exchange. Indeed, 
despite the fact that migration out of the enclaves has rarely been raised as a 
concern, the enclaves have come to be complex symbols of this infiltration 
and the questions of national identity and belonging that it raises.

Another issue that shapes the dynamics of the India-Bangladesh border is 
the smuggling of goods across it in both directions. Conservative estimates 
place the value of smuggled goods from India into Bangladesh at three times 
the volume of legal trade across this border.16 Indeed, the illegal movement 
of arms, drugs, people, livestock, and other commodities dominates discus-
sions of policing and security in both countries.17 Here, again, some of these 
processes of smuggling are marked by communal politics. In particular, cattle 
smuggling is a central preoccupation in policing the border, with thousands 
of cows annually moved out of West Bengal into Bangladeshi markets. Smug-
gling is often framed communally— as sending sacred cows from a Hindu 
space to their deaths in a Muslim one.18 Such framings paper over a more 
intricate, involved, and diverse set of processes of moving goods and bodies 
across the border,19 even as they contribute to setting the polarized political 
agenda between the two states. Again, as with migration, the enclaves play 
a crucial role in such discussions. Their presumed “lawlessness”— because 
police from their bounding states theoretically cannot enter them— makes 
them potent symbols of criminal activity at the border.

Beyond criminality, the enclaves are further caught up in what is perhaps 
the most pressing question of border securitization in both states today: the 
specter of violence at the border, particularly the regular use of lethal force by 
the BSF on border crossers and borderland residents. Human Rights Watch 
reports that at least 315 Bangladeshi nationals were killed by the BSF between 
2007 and 2010.20 The BSF exercises a de facto right to carry out often-lethal 
justice at the border, a reality that has made reporting on border shootings 
by the Bangladeshi media so regular as to have become banal.21 A more vis-
ible marker of tension and violence is the floodlit border fence erected by 
India and surrounding much of Bangladesh. The fence was nominally built 
in the name of security against Islamic militants and to stem illegal migration 
from Bangladesh. In more contemporary debates, it is often linked to fears 
of climate-induced migration from lowland and riverine Bangladesh.22 The 
fence has become a site of often-graphic displays of violence and contentious 
debate.23 A troubling case in point is the 2011 shooting of Felani Khatun, a 
fifteen-year-old Bangladeshi girl who was shot while crossing from India 
into Bangladesh and left to die tangled in the barbed wire at the top of the 
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fence. In Bangladesh, photos of Felani’s hanging body became a symbol of 
lethal border security. Her death spurred protests over India’s management of 
the border and the BSF’s shoot-to-kill policies. The iniquities dramatized by 
Felani’s death were further highlighted in 2013 when a special Indian court 
acquitted the BSF officers charged with her death.24

All of these issues are key to the contemporary production of territory 
along the India-Bangladesh border. In other words, they are part of what 
makes this border and shapes life on either side of it. Moreover, they illustrate 
ways that the production of territory at the border is conditioned by unease— 
unease about the porosity of the border, about the failures of the border to 
live up to its promise of dividing Hindu territory from Muslim territory, and 
about what such failures portend for the future of both nation-states.

thinking through “abnormal” sPaCe

Enclaves are particularly interesting in discussions of this border because 
of the seemingly unique ways that they embody this unease. At first glance, 
they appear self-evidently problematic— spaces whose geography obviously 
marks them as troubled zones. Yet on closer inspection, the complexity of 
these spaces is more intimately bound to the politics of the border.

The India-Bangladesh enclaves are not the only phenomena of their kind. 
Indeed, enclaves are more common than one might think.25 While many 
enclaves have disappeared or been resolved with the emergence of central-
ized state systems, a number of long-standing enclaves persists through-
out the world, including the twenty-two Belgian enclaves of Baarle-Hertog 
located in the Netherlands and the eight reciprocal Netherlands enclaves 
of Baarle-Nassau located in Belgium,26 the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and 
Melilla in Morocco,27 and the Spanish enclave of Llívia on the border in the 
French Pyrenees.28 Several of these, notably Cueta and Melilla, are them-
selves flashpoints in debates over migration, border control, and territorial 
definition.29 Perhaps the most well-known enclave in recent history, West 
Berlin, was one of the central axes of Cold War history and politics, starkly 
framing the contrasts between first and second world rule.

Despite this, in many scholarly and popular accounts, enclaves remain 
somehow aberrant. They are geographic and political oddities that run against 
the grain of territorial contiguity, sovereignty, and the spatial imagination 
of the modern state system.30 To the extent that they have been treated in 
studies of state formation, they tend to be seen as vestigial— historical spaces, 
fated to wither away under modern regimes of territorial sovereignty.31 The 
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byzantine territorial configurations of the India-Bangladesh enclaves cer-
tainly make it easy to view them as anachronistic oddities. Their tiny size and 
high number seem to defy the logics of state borders. Some of the enclaves 
offer even stranger spatial configurations, including several that contain tiny 
sub-enclaves— that is, Bangladeshi enclaves, territorially surrounded by an 
Indian enclave, territorially surrounded by Bangladesh.32 The improbability 
of such configurations, coupled with the practical impossibilities of negotiat-
ing legal arrangements for such spaces, encourages a view that exoticizes the 
enclaves as territorial curiosities. Such exoticization tends to reify enclave 
boundaries, imagining them as invisible walls. In doing so, it reinscribes 
the imagination of states and state boundaries as containers, a paradoxical 
imagination of space because the enclaves emphatically put the lie to the 
notion that borders neatly cordon off and define populations within them.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Even before the 2015 exchange, 
the enclaves were not territorially isolated. They shared a common language 
with their bounding states— Bengali is spoken on both sides of the bor-
der that separated the enclaves from their home states. Residents left their 
enclaves regularly to access local markets, engage in agricultural labor, and 
seek employment in regional towns and cities. I met residents of Indian 
enclaves who held passports in Bangladesh and stood for local political 
elections. Moreover, people move into and out of these spaces. In Indian 
enclaves in Bangladesh, few families living in the enclaves at the time of 
exchange were residing there at the time of Partition. Most moved into these 
enclaves from Bangladeshi enclaves in India through land exchanges with 
Hindu families in Indian enclaves in Bangladesh in the late 1960s and early 
1970s.33 Such swaps meant that many Indian enclaves in Bangladesh were 
populated almost exclusively by Muslim families. In Dahagram, migration 
has played a major role in the enclave’s post-Partition history. There and in 
other enclaves, residents have developed and deployed strategies for main-
taining order that do not always map neatly to the “law” as recognized in 
their bounding states.34 Yet these spaces, for better and worse, remain inter-
linked with the areas that surround them.

Contrary to this exoticizing vision, the enclaves, and sensitive space in 
general, are better understood as intimately linked to the production of ter-
ritory rather than as its troublesome remainders. For enclave residents, it 
is a mistake to understand their peculiar geography as destiny. What has 
made the enclaves problematic is not just their spatial location but also the 
discourses, ambiguities, and fears that have been invoked through them. In 
other words, it is the way that they have been constituted as sensitive space by 
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linking them to anxieties over the India-Bangladesh border, vague notions of 
security, nationalist and local politics of identity and belonging, and the lega-
cies and unfinished processes of Partition. Only by engaging these histories 
and politics can we move from a view of these spaces as territorial ephemera 
and toward an understanding of the relationship between these fragments 
and the nations and states that claim and bound them.

As the histories and present conditions of Dahagram illustrate, such 
spaces cannot be understood as simply acted on or produced by diplomatic 
agreement, forces of capital accumulation, or juridical fiats. Rather, as Akhil 
Gupta and James Ferguson have it, “the point, well acknowledged but [still] 
worth restating, is that all associations of place, people, and culture are social 
and historical creations to be explained, not given natural facts.”35 This book, 
then, joins with a growing tradition in political geography and anthropol-
ogy that moves beyond the “territorial-trap”— the imagination of boundar-
ies, both national and subnational, as mere containers of people, politics, 
and things— to a more processual and fluid understanding of the dynamic 
relationships between state and space.36 The point of such an approach is 
to denaturalize territorial boundaries, showing them to be the outcome of 
contingent events, strategic political projects, and long histories of struggle 
and place making across multiple scales.37 In other words, it is to unsettle the 
concept of national territory.

national territory

The notion of national territory used here has three key dynamics. Each is 
crucial to understanding both the border and sensitive space. The logic of 
national territory is important precisely because it remains a central and 
fundamental terrain upon and through which questions of nation, state, and 
sovereignty are worked out.38 The analytic of sensitive space is thus framed 
by a specific understanding of national territory as, at once, the technolo-
gies of governing space and securing and policing the border, a set of deeply 
affective markers of national identity, and the micro-practices of making 
territory at the border itself.

technologIes of sPatIal control
Stuart Elden has recently reframed territory as a political technology of 
rule.39 Building on Foucauldian understandings of biopolitics and govern-
mentality, Elden argues that territory must be understood as a process or 
set of processes that intimately link power and place. As he has it, “Territory 
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is not simply land, in the political economic sense of rights of use, appro-
priation, and possession attached to a place, nor is it a narrowly political-
strategic question that is closer to a notion of terrain. Territory comprises 
techniques for measuring land and controlling terrain. Measure and con-
trol— the technical and the legal— need to be thought alongside land and 
terrain.”40 Territory thus emerges through multiple processes that trace the 
contours of and set the grounds for spatial regulation. It is, at once, a form 
of spatial governmentality (the management of populations in place) and 
the spatial extent of state control. Territory brings bureaucratic processes 
of mapping into focus alongside security, policing, and other strategies of 
spatial subjection.

Attention to such political technologies is crucial in studying sensitive 
space. The techniques used to enframe Dahagram— and especially the 
competing strategies and outcomes of such enframing— shape the enclave’s 
pasts, presents, and possible futures.41 For instance, there is a disjuncture in 
Dahagram between access to and production of cartographic information. 
As I worked, the enclave was constantly being mapped and scientifically 
demarcated, yet access to such information was a virtual impossibility not 
only for residents of Dahagram but also for many of those who sought to 
govern the space and its people. Such paradoxical relationships have much 
to tell about the links between security and knowledge production at the 
border. The persistent presence of government officials mapping and remap-
ping the enclaves suggests, among other things, that the actual practices of 
mapping space are at least as important to rule as are the outcomes of such 
practices, the maps themselves. These efforts to enframe territory articulate 
with other practices of managing space— the patrol of borders by armed 
paramilitary groups, the construction of material barriers such as fences, the 
monitoring of movement through checkpoints and watchtowers. Yet to focus 
solely on these techniques would be to miss many of the broader processes 
of constituting territory that necessitate them.

natIonalIsms and terrItorIal anxIetIes
Postcolonial territory in South Asia must also be understood as the con-
tested terrain of nationalism and nationalist politics that animate often 
heated discussions both of borders and of the imagined space of “the 
nation.” As many have pointed out, the “geo-body” of the nation— the car-
tographic representation of a “national” body— is and has been a potent 
symbol for mobilizing and, indeed, for forming and framing the national 
“imagined community.”42 Yet, in postcolonial South Asia, such imaginations 
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have been subject to a tremendous amount of fragmentation. The ongoing 
struggle over Kashmir, the proliferation of subnationalist movements seek-
ing regional autonomy or independence in places such as India’s Northeast 
and Bangladesh’s Chittagong Hill Tracts, disputes between India and China 
over Aksai Chin and Arunachal Pradesh, and the physical geography of 
transboundary rivers and the politics of sharing their water are only a few 
examples of processes that unsettle imaginations of national geo-bodies 
and territorial forms.

In South Asia, the uneasy relationship between the geo-body (as visual 
representation) and territory (as an imagined space that embodies the 
nation) has been a vector of anxiety over national identity and survival. Such 
national anxieties are particularly manifest at national borders. Sankaran 
Krishna argues that “the ubiquity of cartographic metaphors, the produc-
tion of inside and outside along the borders of the country, reveals both the 
epistemic and physical violence that accompanies the enterprise of nation 
building.”43 The enclaves are marked irritants to such territorial insecurities, 
in part because they deny absolute ways of imagining space and its inhabit-
ants. For example, in political debates and in media coverage, the enclaves are 
often represented in the same breath as the homes of beleaguered nationals 
suffering because they lack rights of access to their homeland and as dens 
of criminals, terrorists, smugglers, and others who variously threaten the 
nation. Such contradictory framings illustrate the difficulties of navigating 
the enclaves as material spaces and as ambiguous territorial symbols. More-
over, they illustrate the linkages between the epistemic violence of defining 
inside and outside at the border and the often-physical violence such mark-
ings produce on the ground.

everyday forms of terrItory
National anxieties about space and political technologies of territory remain 
opaque without parallel attention to the ways territory is also made locally 
and in dialogue with broader framings. Counterpoised to nationalist imagi-
nations and political projects of border management are the micro-processes 
of territory making that attend in and around Dahagram itself. Such micro-
processes dynamically engage with projects of territorial definition and regu-
lation as they strategically brush up with and against the grain of nationalist 
visions of space, security, and identity. Territory is anything but fixed. It is 
subject to continuing dynamics of de-territorialization and re-territorializ-
tion— the destruction and reconstruction of claims and projects of jurisdic-
tion, control, and authority.44 De- and re-territorializations are carried out in 
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Dahagram not only through broad projects but also through more quotidian 
tactics.45 These include transgressing the border by smuggling goods and cat-
tle, resituationg border pillars, and appropriating development resources and 
programming. Such everyday forms of territory making are often focused on 
land and livelihood, on navigating competing claims to rule and authority, 
and on negotiating the tremendous anxiety and uncertainty of enclave life.46

Many of these quotidian forms of territory are intimately linked to the 
relationships people forge with the space of the enclave and with property 
relations there. The borders of Dahagram, for example, are represented as 
the outcomes of scientific measurements by border surveyors. In practice, 
however, they are as much the social outcomes of work-arounds, subver-
sions, and contestation by residents who are unwilling to see inconveniently 
located borders partition productive land and disrupt daily life. These tactics 
are more than just hidden transcripts of resistance to spatial regulation.47 
Rather, they are active reconfigurations and erosions of the very strategies of 
territory-making that seek to map out a terrain of control in the first place. 
In this sense, micro-tactics of territory are processes of de- and re-territo-
rialization that constitute powerful, if sometimes hard to see, challenges to 
national and state logics of space.48

what is sensitive sPaCe?

These observations augur an ethnographic engagement with territory-
making that is attentive to the fluid ways that territory emerges from such 
multiple processes. Like sovereignty, territory is varied, uneven, and over-
lapping.49 In this sense, territory might be productively thought alongside 
arguments seeking to destabilize notions of the state as a uniform entity with 
conceptual coherence and independence.50 Like “the state,” territory is an 
ideological mask— an edifice that conceals an incomplete and uneven project 
that is constantly being reinvented and repaired.51 One might thus do well to 
consider national territory both as a system— a bundle of techniques, strate-
gies, and institutions that all work in more and, often, less mutually coherent 
ways to produce measured and managed space— and as an idea or imagina-
tion of spatial integrity that anxiously links the geo-body of the nation to 
questions of identity and survival. In such an investigation, sensitive spaces 
are strategic vantage points for understanding not just the constitution of the 
state or territorial idea but also its breakdown.

Sensitive spaces might best be thought of as vectors of territorial anxieties. 
By embodying the very uncertainties of territorial coherence and national sur-
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vival, they trouble imaginations of territorial durability. They do so by disturb-
ing the binaries of inside/outside that classically define relations of territory, 
nation, and state.52 Their ambiguity also makes them spaces that are subject 
to numerous projects, studies, attentions, and concerns. This is as true for the 
ways they are invoked by the media as it is for the ways they are dealt with 
through policy and government interventions. Such spaces are overrepresented 
in national imaginations of territory: they matter more than other spaces, but— 
crucially— only in specific ways, in specific contexts, and at specific times.53 A 
dialectic of intense official attention and neglect characterizes their history. 
They come to matter in the specific ways in which they are deployed in national 
debates, ways that often efface or neglect the realities within them and the needs 
of their residents. They are spaces that, to paraphrase Carl Schmitt, the center 
thinks with intense passion, though not necessarily with great care.54

The contradictory representations of such spaces have a range of cascading 
effects. They pose vexing challenges to politicians attempting to find diplo-
matic solutions to border disputes. They provide ammunition for nationalist 
parties mobilizing territory and security for political ends. They trouble strate-
gies for securing the border, emerging as liminal zones that can be neither 
cordoned off nor left alone. Beyond such complications, the overrepresenta-
tion of sensitive space eclipses, as it transforms, the material realities of these 
spaces. Yet at the same time, sensitive spaces and their residents stubbornly 
refuse to be subsumed by national imaginations of what and who they are. 
External attempts to enframe sensitive space have complex effects. They yield 
both opportunities for residents and new forms of expropriation and exploita-
tion. Negotiations of such projects by residents have their own transformative 
effects. They bring the lived realities of sensitive space into sharp contrast with 
territorial imaginations. They corrode and undermine projects of rule even as 
they seemingly produce the grounds and the need for further intervention.55 
Sensitive spaces thus emerge as illegible zones where the disjunctures between 
official imaginations and daily life produce further confusions and ambigui-
ties for those who govern them and those who live in them.56

The specific ways that territorial anxieties and the sensitive spaces they 
produce come to matter in Dahagram is the subject of much of this book. The 
analytic of “sensitive space” captures the territorial dilemmas posed by the 
enclaves— spaces that through their simultaneous ambiguity, overrepresen-
tation, and illegibility trouble national territory. Yet this analytic also reso-
nates broadly beyond the India-Bangladesh border. It opens the possibility 
of suggestive comparisons with other gray spaces, illegible zones, contested 
areas, camps, and post-conflict arenas that appear across South Asia and 
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beyond— and not solely at national borders. The notion of sensitive space 
also serves as a useful heuristic, a frame that helps us understand the ways 
spaces sharing similar characteristics also invoke territorial anxieties. Such 
lines of investigation have much to teach us about the ongoing production 
and instabilities of national territory.

studying sensitive sPaCe

This book is intimately concerned with life in and in relation to sensitive space 
and relies on historical and ethnographic work with Dahagram residents 
themselves— political leaders who struggled to open the Tin Bigha Corridor, 
residents who grew up in the period before its opening, men and women who 
have migrated into the enclave since the Corridor opened, farmers who eke out 
an agricultural living in Dahagram’s fraught terrain. However, it also makes a 
broader argument about the ways in which sensitive space produces territory, 
both at the border and within it. This requires attention to the forces and agents 
that “secure” the enclave. I therefore draw ethnographically on experiences 
conducting research both at the border and in the archives, speaking with 
government officials and border security officers and being interrogated by 
them, and working with border surveyors as well as those whose lands they 
neatly cordoned off in the service of precise border definition.

My research has been ongoing since 2006. It draws on ten months of 
ethnographic work conducted in 2006 and 2007, with follow-up research in 
2009 and 2013. Most of this ethnographic work was conducted in collabora-
tion with a research assistant. I have written elsewhere about the possibilities 
and limits of working with research assistants in general and working with 
Saiful— who was my partner in much of the work conducted in 2006–7— in 
particular.57 During fieldwork, while based in nearby Patgram, Saiful and I 
spent the bulk of our time in Dahagram, speaking with residents under trees, 
in their homes, and in tea stalls and gathering oral histories, interpretations 
of enclave politics, and narratives of life in this fraught and highly politicized 
space.58 We spent evenings and downtime writing field notes, transcribing 
interviews, and reflecting together on events.

Though I focus primarily on Dahagram, we also spent time in numerous 
Indian enclaves situated in Bangladesh and interviewed residents of sur-
rounding areas in order to better understand life in and around these ambig-
uous zones. Dahagram’s history and trajectory make it quite unique, even as 
it has historically been tied to debates over the enclaves in both countries. 
Thus, while my broad historical study periodically addresses the enclaves 
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at large, the oral histories and ethnographies contained here do not address 
Dahagram as a representative space standing in for all other enclaves. Rather, 
they explore the specific dynamics of sensitivity in this particular space.59 
Indeed, such a distinction is particularly crucial given that Dahagram is the 
sole remaining enclave following the implementation of the LBA. It remains 
connected to Bangladesh by the Tin Bigha Corridor.

Sensitive spaces are not static, fixed in time, or hermetically sealed off from 
events unfolding around them. Sensitive space emerges historically and con-
tingently, through both broad geopolitical negotiations and micro-politics. 
To develop this aspect of Dahagram’s story, I draw on three months of histori-
cal research conducted in the Bangladesh National Archives, particularly on 
the management of the border in the period following Partition in 1947, and 
on reporting on the enclaves and the border in English and Bengali newspa-
pers in both India and East Pakistan/Bangladesh from 1947 to the present.

Working with ambiguities that are part and parcel of sensitive space 
requires an organizational and ethnographic approach that embraces frag-
mentation. The discontinuities of the enclaves’ histories are moments that 
hint at the broader constitutions and renderings of the categories of territory, 
nation, and state. Fragmentary points of view strategically undermine total-
izing conceptualizations and offer more complex perspectives on political 
community.60 Rather than tell a continuous story of the enclaves that runs 
from precolonial formation to present-day realities, the story presented here 
loops back upon itself to emphasize competing and contradictory imagina-
tions and experiences of space. As Partha Chatterjee notes, “To make a claim 
on behalf of the fragment is also, not surprisingly, to produce a discourse that 
is itself fragmentary. It is redundant to make apologies for this.”61

To wit, this chapter’s title, “The Fragments and Their Nation(s),” does 
more than take the title of Chatterjee’s well-known treatise on postcolonial 
nationalism, The Nation and Its Fragments, in vain. Chatterjee argues that 
the task of the critic is to simultaneously trace the contours of hegemonic 
projects of national modernity and the fragmented resistances to it.62 This 
book pursues that goal, though perhaps not from the perspective that Chat-
terjee had in mind. It seeks to interrogate totalizing explanations of territory, 
nation, and state by attending to the impossibility of separating nationalist 
projects from fragmentary and troubling space. It engages the projects of 
making national territory in zones where these projects are called into crisis. 
And, perhaps most important, it shows how the local framings and experi-
ences of struggles over fragmentary identities and concepts are more than 
merely incidental to the postcolonial histories of India and Bangladesh.
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1 territori a l a nxieties

Uncertain Land, Unstable Territory,  
and Unsettled Rule at the Border

At first glance, much about Dahagram appears quotidian, 
unremarkable, and anything but sensitive. Like much of the land around it 
(on either side of the border), the enclave is primarily agricultural. While 
there are tea stalls, tailor shops, and other small businesses in the enclave’s 
three social centers— Notunhaat, Bongerbari, and Guchogram— most of 
Dahagram’s twenty thousand residents make their living by farming. There 
are a handful of large landholders scattered throughout the enclave; however, 
the vast majority of its residents are smallholders who own less than an acre 
of land. There are a number of landless laborers in the enclave as well, most 
of whom make their living by sharecropping and performing other agricul-
tural work. Residents grow many crops common in North Bengal— potatoes, 
nuts, gourds, and tobacco. The aman and boro rice harvests, the two major 
rice harvests in Bengal, are also critical to residents’ livelihoods. For almost 
everyone in Dahagram, access to local markets in Patgram, eleven kilometers 
from the gates of the Tin Bigha Corridor, is crucial. During harvests, farmers 
make their way there twice a week to sell their crops and purchase goods. On 
market days, steady streams of rickshaw vans laden with people and crops 
pour out of Dahagram in the morning and return in the late afternoon, 
before sunset.

Dahagram thus resembles many other rural areas in North Bengal. Agri-
culture and its attendant concerns are the focal point of much conversation 
in social centers such as tea stalls and in households. Yet the enclave’s political 
geography— surrounded on all sides by India, hemmed in by watchtowers, 
connected to the mainland by the Tin Bigha Corridor— also marks life in 
Dahagram. It inflects conversations about everyday agrarian concerns— land, 
crops, market prices, weather— with additional layers of uncertainty and 
ambiguity. This was particularly apparent in 2007. People spoke regularly 
of instability, of untenable regulations, and of uncertain times. While most 
agreed that life had become more stable since the opening of the Corridor in 
1992— the moment when, for the first time since Partition in 1947, enclave 
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residents could openly and legally cross into their home country— people 
in Dahagram constantly worried. As a farmer told me, “We get everything 
like other people— the sun, rain, air. Still, we cannot move like others. . . . 
The enclave is a poor area. There is uncertainty, always. What will happen 
and what will not? We are always occupied with the thought of how to live.”

For residents as well as regulators, the Tin Bigha Corridor was at the 
heart of much of this anxiety. At the time, it was open for only twelve hours 
a day, during daylight hours. Residents repeatedly told me that India’s Border 
Security Forces (BSF) might close the Corridor at any moment. A woman 
who grew up outside the enclave and married a resident of Dahagram shortly 
after the Tin Bigha Corridor opened in 1992 described this anxiety to me. 
“For the first few days of our marriage,” she said, “I would feel sort of breath-
less during the night. A sense of helplessness [ek rokom ashahoy lagto]. What 
would happen if we were not allowed to cross the Corridor anymore? I would 
stand in the yard of my in-laws’ house and look eastward [out of the enclave] 
toward where my parents’ house lies.” Her haunting description is an apt 
characterization of the mood of Dahagram’s residents, who saw the Corridor 
as a lifeline under constant and imminent threat. To my knowledge, the BSF 
never shut the Corridor’s gates during its official open hours. However, the 
architecture of the Corridor, with fences on either side, its closing during half 
of each day, and the seemingly arbitrary conditions of passage occasionally 
imposed by the BSF spoke volumes. It broadcasted the message that use of 
the Corridor was contingent on the will of a hostile force more concerned 
with Indian national security than residents’ lives and livelihoods. In other 
words, life in Dahagram appeared to hinge on political whims and machina-
tions that were beyond the control and, occasionally, beyond the comprehen-
sion of those most directly affected by them.

Probing territorial anxiety

Sensitive space is animated by anxieties, characterized by uncertainties over 
the ontological status of land and territory. In other words, sensitive space is 
inflected by more than just ambiguity. It conjures fears about the meanings, 
durability, and coherence of blood and soil and, more important, the linkage 
between the two. Such anxieties destabilize both the ground people walk 
on and the ways that territory and nation are grafted together in practices 
intended to secure the border. These “territorial anxieties” are central both 
to the experience of sensitive space and to its production. Examining them 
illuminates the lived experiences of sensitive space and the everyday insta-
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bilities of Dahagram. It also shows that ambiguity and anxiety are hallmarks 
of both life in and rule of sensitive space.

To argue that the anxieties of residents articulate with those of bureau-
crats, state officials, and border security officers is not to claim that they 
are identical or even symmetrical. Farmers in Dahagram worry about what 
farmers in much of greater Bengal worry about while trying to survive on the 
thin margins of peasant production. Likewise, border security officers and 
other representatives of the state worry about what such officers worry about 
when addressing questions of land, security, and information. Yet these wor-
ries of farmers and state officials are homologously inflected. They hinge on 
related anxieties about the status of Dahagram, of the border, and of territory 
more broadly. Both reflect the challenges of navigating a space where land 
and territory have been radically destabilized. Bringing these anxieties into 
dialogue with each other provides ways of understanding rule in sensitive 
space as a reflection of broader resonances and fears that undergird the pro-
duction of territory in South Asia.

Territorial anxiety ethnographically grounds earlier conceptualizations of 
“cartographic anxiety.” Sankaran Krishna deploys this concept to explore the 
spatial manifestations of anxiety about the survival of postcolonial nations 
and states.1 His intervention highlights the ways that such anxieties produce 
violence, especially at places such as the border, where the imagination of 
uniform national territory and its lived relations radically diverge. Carto-
graphic anxiety usefully stands arguments about the relationship between 
maps and nationalism on their head,2 highlighting not how cartographic 
representations produce the nation but how their failure to correspond to 
ground realities produces threats, anxieties, and projects that attempt to force 
such spaces into line with the map.3

Here, ethnography grounds these observations in the everyday experi-
ences of territory and anxiety— by government officials, by communities, 
and by ethnographers like myself who venture an analysis of these sensitive 
spaces. Territorial anxiety is a productive force that structures and conditions 
actions, possibilities, and imaginations of and about places like Dahagram.4 
What it produces are spaces saturated with tensions and uncertainties. These 
uncertainties in turn pervade and shape almost every aspect of the geogra-
phy of everyday life within them.

Studying territorial anxiety ethnographically poses logistical and episte-
mological challenges. Since Freud, social scientists have struggled to under-
stand anxiety and how to gauge its manifestations. As Townsend Middleton 
argues, “Anxiety proves a protean, episodic phenomenon. Manifesting in 
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fits, flashes, outbreaks, and crises, anxious belonging remains an elusive 
‘object’ of anthropological study.”5 Territorial anxieties, similar to the “anx-
ious belonging” traced by Middleton, often remain buried under the surface 
of official and nonofficial responses and attitudes toward the enclaves. They 
are thus difficult to observe. Yet sensitive spaces, like decayed teeth prod-
ded by a dental instrument, can elicit sharp and alarmed responses. Such 
responses offer clues to the ways that attitudes and approaches to spaces 
like the enclaves are shaped. They are thus opportunities for understanding 
sensitive space as a privileged zone in which to explore otherwise opaque 
and unarticulated relationships.6

anxieties of aCCess

In 2007, the question of access was the central preoccupation of life in Daha-
gram. Residents complained of a lack of jobs and reliable political represen-
tation due to the reluctance of organizations and outsiders to invest in the 
enclave. Government relief programs were prevalent but rife with notorious 
corruption that residents vociferously claimed exceeded “normal” levels in 
the rest of the country. This was because, they asserted, law enforcement 
would not intervene in enclave affairs. Patgram police were able to enter the 
enclave, but their presence did little to serve immediate needs as, according 
to residents, most were in the pockets of local government officials. Resi-
dents often looked to the Bangladesh Rifles (BDR) to address problems, and, 
indeed, most reported that since the BDR entered the enclave in 1995— 
in response to the intense build-up of BSF encampments and watchtow-
ers around the enclave— people’s sense of security had increased. Still, the 
BDR was limited in its ability to help residents by its mandate to work and 
negotiate with the BSF and by its lack of jurisdiction in matters pertaining 
to anything other than the border and movement across it. Whether or not 
enclave residents’ perceptions that their condition was worse than those of 
their neighbors on the Bangladeshi mainland were accurate, access clearly 
weighed heavily on their minds.

The Corridor was at the center of such discussions. It dramatically and 
constantly reminded residents that their access— to everything— relied on a 
narrow, militarized passage through a hostile sovereign state’s territory. This 
was particularly apparent in the case of health care. The lack of facilities 
inside the enclave posed serious problems in the event of medical emergen-
cies that occurred at night, when the Corridor was closed. This daily closure 
made Dahagram an especially dangerous place for the elderly, for pregnant 
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women, and for young children, but it could potentially affect anyone in need 
of urgent care.7 One day, over a cup of tea, a BDR officer in charge of handling 
frequent negotiations with the BSF highlighted this issue. “If it is 9:00 pm or 
later, the BSF has many formalities. They call here and there to their company 
headquarters or somewhere else. And these processes swallow one hour or 
more of time, which is critical for a patient or someone in medical emergency 
or labor pain.” There were no formalized processes that guaranteed this pas-
sage. The decision to permit crossing ultimately lay with the BSF.

If intermittent access to medical care was a source of concern, it was also 
an object lesson in the contingency of life in the enclave. The daily closure of 
the Corridor highlighted not only what residents lacked— access to services 
and freedom of movement— but also what they stood to lose. Residents of 
Dahagram repeatedly emphasized that they felt that anything could happen 
with their conditions of passage through the the Corridor. A constant refrain 
in people’s homes, in tea stalls, and in fields was that the BSF might close the 
Corridor at any time and for any reason. The Corridor’s comparatively recent 
opening and the radical transformations in Dahagram that followed were 
thus perceived not just as (mostly) welcome progress but also as profoundly 
impermanent. Such beliefs were grounded in long histories of suffering in 
the years preceding the Corridor’s opening, but they were also fed by anxious 
imaginations of what the future might hold. These fears were further accen-
tuated by a deep sense of powerlessness in Corridor affairs. The politics that 
shape the Corridor were largely inaccessible to residents, hinging primar-
ily on a range of geopolitical relationships and negotiations that took place 
outside the public eye and had little connection to daily life in Dahagram. 
The resources residents relied on for everything from financial survival to 
emergency medical care therefore remained shrouded in anxiety.

If the Tin Bigha Corridor was the focus of anxiety for residents, this 
anxiety expanded to shape many relations and experiences in the enclave. 
Indeed, anxiety saturated the very ground people walked on. This anxi-
ety was not simply worry about future prosperity or the unknown. It was 
existential— dealing with the very existence of the enclave as a territory 
inhabitable by Bangladeshis, of its land as a productive and sustaining 
resource, and of the residents themselves. This existential angst fueled con-
stant rumors about what would and would not happen with the precarious 
status of Dahagram as a whole. The rumors ran the gamut from suggestions 
that the Corridor would be opened twenty-four hours a day— which it 
finally was in 2011— to a more insidious and persistent concern that Indian 
authorities had built a barrage upstream on the Teesta River that would 
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redirect the river water to produce rapid erosion in the enclave, literally 
wiping it off the map.8

Rumors about the erasure of Dahagram as a physical space, like discus-
sions of the Tin Bigha, were grounded in experience. There is frequent and, 
often, sudden erosion along the banks of the Teesta River, which flowed 
along much of the western side of Dahagram’s border. The arid land com-
posed primarily of siltation deposits along its banks is notoriously unstable. 
Large tracts of land are regularly swept away during the rainy season.9 People 
shared stories of waking in the middle of the night as their homes were 
washed away around them. Such abrupt erosion is common along rivers in 
Bangladesh,10 but here, anxieties about the impermanence of land are linked 
to broader fears about the enclave’s future and about the Indian government’s 
plans to scrub out its very physical existence. These rumors illuminate deeply 
unstable and uncertain ties to place— affective experiences of territory as at 
once precious and tenuous.

Recent studies of unstable zones argue that spaces themselves take on an 
affective charge.11 Experiences of melancholy, nostalgia, and anxiety are not 
reducible to intersubjective experiences alone. Rather, they are co-consti-
tuted by individuals and the places they occupy. In other words, experiences 
of anxiety and uncertainty in places like Dahagram should be understood 
as more than an interior, subjective outlook or worldview. For Dahagram 
residents, anxiety was not just a perception of life but a relationship with the 
land on which they made their living. Decades of struggles over opening the 
Corridor and the tenuous time since its opening had produced the enclave 
as a space with a tangible feeling of uncertainty and instability— a feeling 
apparent even to me, a visitor, let alone its residents.

anxious territory, elastiC lands

Students of agrarian transformation have long argued that land is an object 
with contested ontological status. From Karl Polanyi’s famous framing of land 
as a “fictitious commodity” to more recent critiques of the array of forces 
undergirding the global land grab, scholars have repeatedly highlighted the 
idea that making land into a commodity requires a host of practices and 
transformative techniques.12 These techniques— fences, surveys, land titles, 
and more— distinguish legitimate from illegitimate use.13 Such practices are 
often seen not only as transformative of land but as part of regimes of con-
trol that rationalize and territorialize space, making it “legible” to states and 
others seeking to assert claims of jurisdiction and control.14 In Dahagram, 
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land is subject to all the regimes of control outlined above, yet it remains, in 
many ways, illegible. It is destabilized by the uncertainties and ambiguities 
of territory in the enclave.

Rumors about the erasure of Dahagram are one obvious example of 
this destabilization. They reflect a feeling of ephemerality about land and 
property, a sense that forces of dispossession were aligned against enclave 
residents. Residents did not have to look very hard to find personifications 
of such forces. They were everywhere apparent in Dahagram in 2007. For 
example, a Joint Border Survey Team was in the process of demarcating the 
enclave— a process that many residents believed was designed to shrink the 
boundaries of Dahagram and make Bangladeshi land Indian. Political elites 
in the enclave who managed and orchestrated property relations to their 
own ends were another example. The power of such elites was paradoxi-
cally bolstered by breakdowns in technologies of territorial control in the 
enclave. Several months before I began my fieldwork, for reasons no one, 
including local government officials, seemed able to explain, land registra-
tion had halted in the enclave. Who owned and had the right to property was 
thus often a complicated and ambiguous question for residents. Residents 
adopted various informal strategies for exchanging and selling parcels of 
land, but these were tenuous at best, as disputes were resolved by the Union 
Parishad, the local governing council in the enclave, and particularly by the 
Union Parishad chairman, who many claimed decided cases in favor of the 
party able to pay the largest bribe.

If the process of selling land was hazy, layered with exploitation, even the 
physical location of plots of land was difficult to determine. This was due in 
part to the inability of enclave residents to access land surveys and maps of 
Dahagram. Such maps did exist, as the presence of the Joint Border Survey 
Team made clear. One day, I encountered the Bangladeshi representatives 
of the team in a local tea stall. One of them carried a large tube, at least a 
meter in length, slung over his shoulder. “What is that?” I asked. “A map of 
Dahagram,” he responded. I asked if I could see it, and he opened the case 
and began to unroll a large cadastral map of the enclave. Unfurling half of 
the map, he turned to show it to me, arms outstretched. But after several 
seconds and a stern glare from his superior, he rolled the map up and put it 
back in its case.

Cadastral maps and survey teams share the linked task of rationalizing 
landscape, ordering space, and facilitating the orderly taxation and exchange 
of parcels of land. They make up part of the quotidian processes of state 
territorialization— the instantiation of territorial rule.15 Yet in Dahagram, 
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the effects of such rationalization are unclear and remote from daily life. 
Though the map I was shown provided a nominally public tax record of the 
lands in the enclave, in Dahagram, such documents, public or otherwise, 
seemed to fall victim to instrumental ambiguity. They were threatening not 
because of the information they contained but because of the unknown 
uses to which officials imagined they might be put.16 Though information 
about the enclaves was regularly produced, it could not be accessed by resi-
dents. Moreover, the fact of its existence and simultaneous inaccessibility 
increased the murkiness and opacity of land exchange in Dahagram. Even 
local, elected government officials— the very ones who were adjudicating 
land disputes— did not appear to have access to formal maps, cadastral or 
otherwise.

When I asked to see a map at the Union Parishad office one day, a coun-
cil member showed me a hand-drawn and somewhat oblong sketch of the 
enclave in a ledger in which council meeting minutes were recorded.17 “Are 
there any other maps that you have at the office?” I asked. Looking somewhat 
puzzled, the council member produced another hand-drawn and equally 
out-of-proportion map. “There’s this,” he told me, “but we don’t use it.” 

What are we to make of the destabilized land politics of Dahagram? What 

Figure 1.1.  One of two maps of Dahagram from Dahagram’s Union Parishad office, 
2007. Photo: Jason Cons
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does it say about the politics of sensitive space more broadly? In a suggestive 
discussion of de-collectivization in post-socialist Transylvania, Katherine 
Verdery outlines what she calls the “elasticity of land”— the bizarre transfor-
mation of land and landscape that emerged when the “tacks” pinning pieces 
of land to representations of property were removed and reshuffled.18 This 
unmooring of land from its legal designations— the delinking of material 
spaces inhabited by people seeking to make productive use of land from the 
cadastre— opens up space not just for mysterious transformation but also for 
expropriation. The elasticity of land is the strategic expansion and contrac-
tion of property boundaries in moments of uncertain transition between 
property regimes and the political authorities that actualize them. In Daha-
gram, one might say, this destabilization of relations between material and 
legal property had reached an alarming level of elasticity. Property registra-
tion and cadastral certification existed but were unavailable, and land rights 
were adjudicated using maps that bore little resemblance to material space.

Such a process appears as the obverse of the centralization and reformat-
ting of knowledge described by many studies of state power and governmen-
tality.19 In Dahagram, rationalized and technocratic measurements seemed 
to be breaking down, or becoming elasticized, even as they were being car-
ried out. Yet it would be a mistake to read this process as a decentralization 
of knowledge and authority, a reversal of the centralization of knowledge 
that has been a hallmark of modern state formation. Rather, like the land 
records and lists explored by Matthew Hull in his study of bureaucracy in 
Pakistan, they seem to present “a case in which illegibility and opacity have 
been produced by the very instruments of legibility.”20 This was a mystifica-
tion of representation, a clouding of the seemingly straightforward relation-
ship between map and land.

In this absence of access to formal documentation— “official” knowl-
edge— legal documents, even if only scraps of paper, acquired an almost tal-
ismanic quality.21 One day, I was discussing land disputes with an elderly man 
who lived near the border in Angarpota at the northern tip of the enclave. 
“My neighbors on either side are slowly eating up my lands,” he told me, 
“and over there, the BSF is moving the border year by year.” As if to prove 
the point, he pulled a scrap of a cadastral map from his shirt. The map was 
clearly many years old and was falling apart from being handled and folded 
countless times. It was tiny. Plots were marked off in sizes as small as a pin. 
It was also hopelessly out of date, from long before the opening of the Cor-
ridor, when there was a massive reshuffling and concentration of land. Yet in 
the absence of other documentation, the map seemed to have the veneer of 
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official fact— proof that might de-elasticize the farmer’s property and shore 
up his claims. Its materiality gestured toward, even as it denied, the legal 
power of land registration, titling, and legible property. “You see?” he said 
to me, looking meaningfully into my eyes and gesturing vaguely toward the 
top of the map.

Access, or lack thereof, to documents such as maps in no small way dic-
tates the terms of power and the ability to make claims about ownership and 
rights.22 However, ambiguity and regulation of knowledge also destabilizes 
such official markings of space. Who can and cannot claim territory, and 
what does and does not count as proof of such claims, have less to do with 
the “evidence” one can bring to bear than with the simple ability to exercise 
influence and power. Documents such as maps are simultaneously fetishized 
and undermined. Their materiality is imbued with symbolic meaning even as 
they are hollowed of legal power. Sensitive spaces— places that emerge out of 
rule by and experiences of territorial anxiety— are thus unstable and uncer-

Figure 1.2. Fragment of a cadastral map in the possession of a farmer in Angarpota 
(North Dahagram), 2007. Photo: Jason Cons
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tain terrain. Such uncertainty opens up opportunities for some and results 
in exploitation for others. It also structures and conditions things as various 
as imaginations of the future, mobility and access to rights such as medical 
care, and relationships— material, legal, and affective— to land and property.

territorial anxiety in the arChives

Anxieties in Dahagram articulate with anxieties directed toward it. The 
uncertain status of land in Dahagram is intertwined with the uncertain status 
of Dahagram as a whole. Residents’ experiences of impermanence are linked 
to broader anxieties about the durability of national territory. Manifestations 
of these anxieties also undergird the regulation of the enclave by representa-
tives of the Indian and Bangladeshi state. Yet they are hard to trace, in part 
because, unlike residents of Dahagram, government officials, border security 
forces, and bureaucrats rarely discussed their own anxieties and uncertain-
ties about sensitive space.23 Officials were often more than happy to discuss, 
at length, the logic behind regulating information, the processes of produc-
ing it, and the problems of policing and maintaining security at the border. 
But expressions of anxiety more often manifested in alarmed responses to 
poorly timed questions, requests for information with ambiguous ends, and 
the presence of things and people in places where they (perhaps) should not 
have been. Such responses are telling. If the anxieties of life in Dahagram 
speak to the ways that projects designed to produce territorial coherence 
instead produce ontological instabilities in things such as land, the anxious 
responses of government officials betray similar uncertainties about broader 
instabilities of territory and rule. Moreover, they expose the ways that such 
anxieties find their object in sensitive space.24

These moments of anxious insight did not happen exclusively at the bor-
der. Sensitive space could evoke alarmed responses at much more distant 
points. For example, when I first began work in the National Archives in 
Dhaka, one of the archivists assured me that I was unlikely to find anything 
on the enclaves that would be of use, there or anywhere else. When I asked 
why not, he replied, “Because they are very [pause] sensitive areas.” This 
was a term that I had heard repeatedly in relation to my research. Yet, in 
the absence of formal restriction and in defiance of what I interpreted as 
the archivist’s limited perspective on what I was looking for, I continued to 
peruse the material.

Finding several thick files that dealt with the enclaves in the post-Partition 
records of the East Pakistan Home Office, I sought permission from the same 
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archivist to photocopy documents. “How many pages do you need to copy?” 
he asked. I told him that I wanted to copy perhaps as many as one hundred 
to two hundred pages. “That’s a problem,” he responded. “You are allowed 
to copy only twenty pages per day.”

Frustrated to hear this seemingly arbitrary rule, I asked for clarification on 
archival procedures. Instead of explaining the policy, the archivist told me, 
“You see, we always try to help foreign researchers. But you do research on a 
sensitive topic. I am a citizen of Bangladesh first. I cannot provide you with 
access to anything that would threaten my country’s security.” Discouraged, 
I asked about additional restrictions. “There are no restrictions,” he replied. 
“You may copy twenty pages a day. As long as they are not secret.”

“How do I determine if a document is secret?” I asked.
He solemnly responded, “I will decide.”25

There are a number of ways to interpret this kind of interaction. One 
could read it as a common lesson in the capacity of institutionalized power to 
“withhold information, deny observation, and dictate the terms of access.”26 
As such, this encounter also reads as a classic expression of Weberian bureau-
cratic rationality, the strategic deployment of information and access in order 
to establish and maintain hierarchical distinction.27 Matthew Hull’s analysis 
of the social life of files in Pakistan offers a more suggestive possibility. As 
Hull shows, the relationships between government functionaries and official 
files and documents is always mediated by uncertainty. This is true, in part, 
because the files that are the lifeblood of the bureaucracy have material exis-
tences and trajectories that extend beyond any given situation. The future of 
files, the uses to which they will be put, and the culpability of bureaucratic 
functionaries who have contributed to their material record are unknown 
and unknowable.28 The same might be said of government functionaries such 
as archivists, who steward the occasionally explosive afterlife of files that have 
reached the end of their formal bureaucratic careers. Reticence and obstruc-
tion are, here, rational responses to requests for access, particularly, though 
certainly not exclusively, when these requests come from ambiguous figures 
such as foreign researchers. In this light, such actions appear as straightfor-
ward self-preservation through the invocation of bureaucratic prerogative.29

That said, the archivist’s job entails regular encounters with researchers 
requesting permission for access to information. Not all such requests meet 
with discussions of security, citizenship, and sensitivity (though they may, 
of course, meet with other forms of denial). I suggest we take the archivist’s 
invocation of sensitive space seriously. This implies seeing requests for infor-
mation about sensitive spaces as a moment particularly marked by anxiety.
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In a recent engagement with the categories of “sensitive” and “secret,” Joe 
Masco argues that the rise of the national security state in the post– World 
War II moment conjured a profound change in the social function of U.S. 
governmental secrecy. This shift produced a system committed to secrecy 
on such a scale that it threatened to destabilize knowledge itself. One of 
the effects of this destabilization was to call into question the meanings 
and uses of information that had not been formally classified as “secret” 
but might pose a threat to national security. Such information fell into the 
plastic and ill-defined category of “sensitive” material. This category was 
formally mobilized in the United States in the Homeland Security Act of 
2002, which charged government officials with protecting “sensitive” infor-
mation without providing any formal guidelines for determining either the 
meaning of the term or what information might fall under it. Masco argues 
that this produced a condition in which “any piece of information [was] 
potentially a national security threat, as it [was] the creative linkage across 
bits of knowledge that [was] imagined to be dangerous.”30 The invocation of 
the notion of sensitivity in the Homeland Security Act further destabilized 
the boundaries of official secrecy, opening an ever-expanding gray area— a 
space of indeterminacy where anything that could be connected to security 
might also be a threat.

Though sensitivity is produced and managed differently in different con-
texts, the category of sensitive information in Bangladesh resonates with 
Masco’s discussion. Border spaces in both India and Bangladesh are areas of 
official anxiety. In India, they are spaces of intense restriction of information, 
where unsanctioned possession of detailed maps is a jailable offense. Inquiry 
into these spaces, both journalistic and academic, is vigorously policed.31 In 
Bangladesh, while no such formal restrictions exist, the question of border 
security and border regulation remains a key issue in nationalist debates, 
raising questions of democracy, regional integration, and the ongoing tense 
and fluctuating relationship with India.32 In both states, the border summons 
the communal politics of Partition— politics that continue to shape both life 
in the borderland and broader political agendas and programs. Though not 
a formal category of bureaucratic practice in Bangladesh, the invocation of 
sensitivity signals potential danger. It raises the possibility that information 
might pose a threat to national security. It is, further, an expression of anxiety 
about how such dangerous information should be navigated.

Such indecision and anxiety remain tied to the uncertain ontological 
status of the enclaves. The enclaves present themselves simply as land at 
a confused border. But they also present themselves as something more— 
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something bound up in territorial integrity, in national security, and in the 
protection of the nation-state. What that something is, however, remains 
categorically unclear. While the enclaves may prove mappable in the literal 
sense, these sensitive spaces, and information related to them, are always also 
intangible things. They are thus hyper-imbued with nationalist symbolism, 
uncertainty, and pervasive anxiety. Precisely because they are so “sensitive,” 
they remain in need of guarding.

Uncertainty and its concomitant vigilance have proved common in the 
study of anxiety. Jacques Lacan aphoristically points out that “anxiety is not 
without an object,” implying, as Middleton has it, “the uncertain presence of 
anxiety’s object (the threat is both ‘real’ and imagined, projected, imminent, 
etc.).”33 The very indefiniteness of the enclaves— spaces that vaguely signal 
the nationalist history of the border and the politics and prerogatives of 
national security— marks them as an embodiment of this territorial anxiety. 
They are the hazy “object” that dogs the entwined coherencies of nation, 
state, and territory. Precisely in their potential to do so, they continue to gen-
erate territorial anxieties that are easily provoked through the act of inquiry, 
particularly inquiry by a foreign researcher such as myself.

territorial anxieties at the border

The provocations of sensitive space in the archives are somewhat diffuse. 
Their consequences have little impact except on researchers. At the border, 
the consequences of such provocation are more marked. They structure rela-
tionships not just between researchers and government officials but among 
all those moving through and about such spaces. If the enclaves rouse official 
anxieties from a distance, these anxieties are more acute at the border.

As for residents, the epicenter of official anxiety for those who regulate 
Dahagram is the Tin Bigha Corridor. One day, several months into my field-
work in Dahagram, as my research assistant Saiful and I passed through the 
Tin Bigha Corridor, we spotted a BSF soldier with whom we had chatted a 
few days earlier. He flagged us down and said with a scowl, “Why did you 
lie to me?” Puzzled, we assured him that we had not, to our knowledge, 
conveyed any untruths. He replied, “You told me that you are here to do 
research, but our informants inside the enclave tell us that you are here to 
buy eight bighas (2.66 acres) of land.” Surprised, we did our best to reassure 
him of our intentions. He angrily dismissed our protests. “What is there to 
research here? Living by the border there are only thieves, smugglers, and 
bandits [dacoits].”
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We thought the incident puzzling but made little more of it at the time. 
The following day, however, a plainclothes Bangladesh Rifles security official 
arrived at our guesthouse in Patgram. He informed us that I, as a foreigner, 
was required to check in with the BDR before venturing into “sensitive” bor-
der areas. Saiful and I assured him that we weren’t aware of this procedure but 
had spoken to numerous individual BDR members at various checkposts in 
and outside Dahagram and therefore assumed that the BDR was well aware 
of our presence and purpose in the enclave. Indeed, several of them had 
already taken our names and, we presumed, communicated our information 
back through official channels. He took our particulars and left.

That night, a uniformed and armed contingent of BDR soldiers and the 
Patgram BDR commander showed up, accompanied by the security official, 
to learn more. Four of them crowded into my tiny room, where we had been 
processing the day’s field notes. The commander, a large man with scars on 
both cheeks and a menacing glare, sat in one of the two chairs in the room, 
while two other uniformed officers and the security official stood around 
him, conspicuously blocking the only exit. Two soldiers took up positions 
in the hallway outside the door. The commander remained silent while one 
of the other officers began rapidly asking questions. I did my best to explain 
myself. After my halting attempts, the officer turned to Saiful and told a 
long story about another Bangladeshi who had befriended a foreign man. 
The gist of the story was that the Bangladeshi found himself in a great deal 
of trouble when the foreigner was discovered dead in his hotel room. What 
would happen to Saiful if I was found dead? Did we imagine that we were, 
even now, safe? Now truly alarmed, I launched into an extended explana-
tion of my research and academic affiliation. After a few minutes, the ten-
sion eased. For the first time since he’d arrived, the commander spoke. He 
complimented me on my Bengali and asked several questions about how I 
had become interested in Bangladesh. We assured him that we would visit 
the BDR command post when we arrived in and left the area, to keep him 
abreast of our movements. Seemingly satisfied, he and his men departed.

Saiful and I, breathing sighs of relief, began to try to account for the inci-
dent. Why was the late night visit necessary when, at any moment, the BDR 
could have simply stopped us at a checkpoint for a more formal interview 
or demanded that we leave the area? Why had they seemingly relented and 
departed on friendly terms after an interrogation that was so clearly designed 
to intimidate us? Everything about the visit seemed carefully calculated to 
communicate the instability of our position in relation to a paramilitary force 
in a sensitive and unstable zone. The display of power involved in the number 
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of men who attended the meeting, the not-so-subtle threat and menace of 
the story conveyed to Saiful, and the roles carefully enacted by participants 
throughout the incident— from the silence of the commander to the rapid 
questioning of the inquisitor— all seemed a targeted performance of state 
power. The commander’s performance in particular— his transition from 
menacing silence to congenial conversation— inserted us into the roles of 
both audience of state power and performers of subjectivity to it. In effect, 
our ability to move freely within the region was being decided by the qual-
ity of our performances and submission to proper channels of information, 
deference, and command.34

Yet the encounter seemed to entail more than performance and submis-
sion. Why had we suddenly become “visible” to the BDR? What was the 
relationship between the rumor about our intentions that had made its way 
to the Indian BSF and the sudden interest in our movements by the Ban-
gladesh intelligence services? An interplay of multiple demands, unstable 
knowledges, anxieties, and claims to rule seemed to undergird the event.

Though the answers to such questions remained elusive, several things 
did appear clear. First, my own intrusion into sensitive space at the border 
had elicited alarm. More so than a request for information from an archi-
vist, my physical presence in Dahagram demanded a dramatic— and dra-
matized— official response. Second, even in the moment of interrogation, it 
seemed unclear what the response to my presence should be. We had been 
conducting research for months, without raising or necessitating more than 
a series of casual questions. Moreover, while the BDR commander could 
certainly have insisted on our departure, he did not. His goal seemed to be 
to bring us in line and to force us to conform to procedures for letting the 
BDR know, broadly, where we were— something that, since they noted our 
passage through the Corridor every day, they were presumably already aware 
of. Third, the relationship between the rumor of my purchasing land and the 
formal interrogation seemed far from coincidental. There appeared to be a 
chain of narratives at work that projected uncertainty onto my intentions. 
Was I really a researcher? Or was I there to purchase land, to establish a 
formal claim in this anxious territory?

Territorial anxiety at the border might be well described as “free-floating” 
in Freud’s sense of the term: a generalized anxiety “ready to attach itself to 
any appropriate idea, to influence judgment, to give rise to expectations, in 
fact to seize on any opportunity to make itself felt.”35 This outlines precisely 
the trouble with governing sensitive spaces and the ontological uncertainty 
that obtains within them. The relationships of sensitive space to concerns 
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of state, security, and territory are at once so pressing and so ambiguous 
that almost anything or anyone can easily become the object of territorial 
anxiety. Undoubtedly, the fact that I was a white, foreign researcher— already 
a form of “matter out of place” in the borderland36— made me a particularly 
ripe target. In Freud’s terms, what I engendered was fear— anxiety that had 
found its object.37

My point in dwelling on these experiences is not to present them as 
unique or aberrant. Indeed, they are familiar encounters for those conduct-
ing ethnographic research in borderlands and other sensitive areas, and for 
those living in them. The frequency with which they occur suggests that 
they are worthy of ethnographic attention. What shines through in such 
interactions is not only the workings of petty sovereignty38 but also profound 
uncertainty over what the enclaves are and how they should be known and 
governed. Foreign researchers and their research assistants unquestionably 
fall into a very specific category of uncertainty.39 Yet despite the uniqueness 
of this position, it is instructive for understanding the ways that residents of 
sensitive space are understood and treated by those in charge of managing 
border areas.

Recall the BSF soldier’s assertion that “there are only thieves, smugglers, 
and bandits” living at the border. Such characterizations cast all who move 
within such areas as suspect, criminal, and in need of anxious regulation. 
They lead to forms of rule that have consequent material effects both on 
Dahagram as a space and on its residents. As encounters examined through-
out this book make clear, the generalization that all enclave residents are 
criminals leads to regulatory practices that frequently make “criminal” 
activities, such as illegally crossing a border to get to market, critical for sur-
vival. Further recall that the rumor that provoked the BSF’s anxiety did not 
concern my being a spy— something that, perhaps, they already suspected. 
Rather, it concerned purchasing land, establishing a basis for my own claim 
to sensitive space. Such rumors hint at the intimate relationships between 
territory and property in Dahagram and the anxieties about the former that 
often manifest in concerns about the latter. The point is that the affective and 
the material are intimately bound up in sensitive space. Territorial anxieties 
produce anxious territories.

✳ ✳ ✳

Exploring territorial anxieties and their linkages with sensitive space helps to 
tease out the relationships that make Dahagram such an intractable, compli-
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cated, and worrisome zone. It is a profoundly unsettling space, both for those 
who live there and for those who seek to govern it. This is so not because of 
what it is in an overt and material sense. Dahagram is not a point of strategic 
import. It is not a location of mineral or even particular agricultural wealth. 
It is not a staging ground for militant activity. What is troubling about this 
sensitive space is a simultaneous lack of clarity about what it is and what it 
may be. It is emphatically not a “standard” or legible part of Bangladeshi 
national territory. What it may be is open to multiple questions and con-
cerns. How should, and can, this space be managed? Who are Dahagram’s 
residents? What does their movement portend? What does interest in these 
zones signal? And what are the implications of responding to queries about 
them? The answers to these questions are sources of uncertainty and anxiety.

What is clear is that there are marked articulations between such ques-
tions and the experiences of life in Dahagram. Some of these articulations 
are overt and easy to see. For example, the linkage between uncertainty about 
the identities and intentions of Dahagram’s residents on the part of border 
security forces is bound to residents’ fears about their ability to cross the 
Corridor and continue to access the Bangladeshi mainland. Others are less 
straightforward, but equally suggestive. Constant worry by residents about 
their ability to hold and possess land— and, indeed, fears about its very 
erasure— resonates with alarmed responses by border security officers to 
questions about the possession of property. Both index similar territorial 
anxieties— uncertainties about the ontological status of the enclave and the 
land within it. Such articulations speak to ways in which national territorial 
imaginations are troubled at and by the border. Dahagram epitomizes the 
failure of this line to clearly differentiate interior from exterior— to unambig-
uously mark jurisdiction, clarify identity, and facilitate security. Moreover, in 
exposing the instabilities and incompleteness of territory and its attendant 
claims, it raises questions about durability and permanence. Moments in 
which territorial anxieties are expressed are thus revealing. They illustrate 
how conceptualizations of territory are troubled by sensitive space and how 
such spaces are, in turn, troubled by conceptualizations of territory.

It is also crucial to recognize that such instabilities are not purely oppres-
sive and limiting. They produce room for maneuvers, opportunity, and 
exploitations of anxious rule. Several days after our night visit from the BDR, 
Saiful and I were returning to Dhaka to regroup. We stopped by the Patgram 
BDR post to inform the commander of our movements. The commander, the 
same man who had silently regarded us several nights before, now invited us 
for tea in the courtyard. Since the late night visit, we had been in a state of 
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constant anxious speculation about what had prompted the sudden recogni-
tion of and alarm at our presence in the enclave and whether there was a 
connection between the strange rumor conveyed to the BSF and the sudden 
appearance of the security official.

As we sat, the commander asked how much more time we would be 
spending in Dahagram. I told him that we expected to be working there for 
many months to come. As we chatted, an officer approached and handed him 
a note. Glancing over it, he grunted, whispered instructions to the officer, 
and took a long sip of his tea. “Another inquiry from the BSF,” he said, frown-
ing. “So many inquiries. Every day they are sending them.” He set his cup 
of tea down, shook his head, and, smiling, said, “Come as often as you like. 
Keep us informed, and please let me know if you ever have any difficulties.” 
I suspect that the commander’s acceptance of our presence had as much to 
do with his ongoing relations with the BSF over sensitive ground as with his 
willingness to accommodate a foreign researcher. Our presence certainly 
served to provoke anxiety and constant speculation for the BSF, an irritation 
that the commander may have been willing to encourage as a small measure 
of satisfaction for the constant official inquiries from his opposite numbers. 
Whether or not my suspicion is correct, the commander’s endorsement of 
our presence also, at least temporarily, incorporated us into the sensitive and 
uncertain terrain of Dahagram.
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